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Websites from Dishonest Thieves! Dear friend, Unless you have been under a rock, you must have faced

those cyber thieves one or the other time. If not, either you are extremely lucky, or are absolutely ignorant

of the theft going on behind your back (which could cost you dear in near future). Do you know that while

you are sitting here, thieves are visiting your websites just like normal visitors and: a) Stealing your entire

webpages, including design and graphics! This could be done as easily as clicking on File, then Save As,

or simply by copying the source code of the webpage. Believe it or not, most web browsers offer tools to

let users view the source code of any website! b) Scrapping your contact email addresses from your

website and spamming you. If you have ever wondered at the sudden flood of spam invading your

otherwise clean inbox, it could well be the handiwork of these thieves! c) Worse, they could actually be

stealing your products for free! I am not going into any detail on how this could be done, since I do not

want any more thieves than there are already, but just to let you know, it is very easy to do just by looking

at the page source code! Would you want these thieves to go scot-free? Nope. It is time you protect your

online business from them. It is just like protecting your house from burglars. Just as you use lock and

key to defend your house from thieves, you would be using: HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector

Software to defend your websites from those cyber-thieves! Okay, so what can this software actually do

for you? Here are just a shortlist of the awesome features of this software: a) It does not matter what

markup or coding you use to create your websites. Whether it contains HTML, JavaScript, VBscript, Text,

Graphics, or Hyperlinks, HTMLLockDown can protect them all! b) The most common way to steal text

from websites is by copying text via right mouse click. HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector totally

disables right-mouse click! c) But wait, there are smarter thieves who can still steal your information by

using keyword shortcuts such as CTRL+A and CTRL+C. Good news is that HTMLLockDown will protect

your websites from these smart thieves too, because along with disabling right mouse click, it also

disables text selection! Powerful, is not it? But wait. There is a lot more it can do for you: d) If your page is

protected through the HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector software, thieves would neither be able to

save your webpage offline nor print it out! e) If you have done or paid for any significant web design work,

you know how much time, energy and money it takes to create a unique and professional-looking

website. HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector software make sure your webpages retain their value and

do not suddenly multiply all over the web - making it look like you have stolen the design of someone

else! What more do you expect from HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector? = Do you want to



password-protect one or more webpages? = Do you want to prevent people from looking at the source

code of your website? = Do you want to protect your download pages from digital theft? = Do you want to

prevent your website URLs from showing up in the address bar of the browser? If you said YES to any of

the above questions, then HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector is for You! Still not convinced?

Remember that there are way too many webpage protection softwares available online, but

HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector software stands out because: a) It is easy to use. You do not need

any technical or programming skills in order to use this software. You can protect any webpage with just a

few mouse clicks! b) In protects your online business in more than one way. Go and take a look at our

competitors, and I dare say none of them are offering as many features as offered by HTMLockDown,

that too, for such a ridiculously low price! c) HTMLLockDown Webpage Protector software comes with

FULL Source Code! Meaning that, apart from using this software for your personal use, you can do

anything else you like with it. Sell it, change or modify it, or anything else! This product comes with

PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS! To make the deal even sweeter for you, we are even including an announced

bonus with it! Only those who purchase this product from us would be able to get the bonus at NO cost!

So what are you waiting for? Order today. 30-day money back guarantee! In case you are not 100

percent satisfied with your purchase, simply contact us within 30 days of your purchase and we will

refund every penny! No questions asked! Tags: plr
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